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Motivated by the recent discovery of the first hidden charm pentaquark state with strangeness Pcsð4459Þ
by the LHCb Collaboration, we study the likely existence of a three-body ΣcD̄ K̄ bound state, which shares
the same minimal quark content as Pcsð4459Þ. The ΣcD̄ and DK interactions are determined by
reproducing Pcð4312Þ and D�

s0ð2317Þ as ΣcD̄ and D̄ K̄ molecules, respectively, while the ΣcK̄ interaction
is constrained by chiral effective theory. We indeed find a three-body bound state by solving the
Schrödinger equation using the Gaussian expansion method, which can be viewed as an excited hidden
charm exotic state with strangeness, P�

csð4739Þ, with IðJPÞ ¼ 1ð1=2þÞ and a binding energy of
77.8þ25

−10.3 MeV. We further study its strong decays via triangle diagrams and show that its partial decay
widths into DΞ0

c and D�
sΣc are of a few tens of MeV, with the former being dominant.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.104.094032

I. INTRODUCTION

Since 2003, a large number of exotic hadronic states
have been discovered, which attracted a lot of attention
both theoretically and experimentally. Though their nature
is largely undetermined, the hadronic molecular interpre-
tation of these states has become rather popular because of
the fact that many of them are located close to the
thresholds of two conventional hadrons. For example,
the well-known Xð3872Þ, which is just located at the
D̄D� threshold, can be naturally explained as a D�D̄
molecule [1]. The molecular picture can also well explain
its isospin-breaking decay [2–4] and the ratio between its
radiative decays [5,6], for which, however, there still exist
different interpretations [7–9]. Meanwhile, there are some
claims that Xð3872Þ is not a pure molecule [10], but a
hybrid state of charmonium and hadronic molecules
[11,12]. It is interesting to note that after about 20 years
of study, the nature of Xð3872Þ still remains unclear and

more clarifications are needed both theoretically and
experimentally.
Another intriguing exotic state is D�

s0ð2317Þ [13–15],
which is located 45 MeV below the DK threshold and has
a decay width less than 3.8 MeV. The observed mass and
width are far away from the predicted mass and width in
the naive quark model, which are about 2460 MeV and
hundreds of MeV respectively [16], thus D�

s0ð2317Þ is
difficult to be interpreted as a conventional cs̄ meson. On
the other hand, due to the strongly attractive DK inter-
action predicted by chiral perturbation theory and lattice
QCD [17,18], D�

s0ð2317Þ can be easily explained as a DK
molecule [17–37]. The same molecular picture is adopted
to study the pentaquark states, i.e., Pcð4312Þ, Pcð4440Þ,
and Pcð4457Þ, discovered by the LHCb Collaboration
[38]. These pentaquark states are explained as ΣcD̄ð�Þ

molecules due to the fact they are close to the thresholds
of ΣcD̄ð�Þ [39–54]. Actually, the ΣcD̄ð�Þ interactions have
already been investigated by several groups [55–58]
before the 2015 experimental discovery [59].
The molecular explanation of some exotic states can be

extended by symmetries, such as the heavy quark sym-
metry and the SUð3Þ flavor symmetry. The Ds1ð2460Þ
state, the heavy quark spin partner of D�

s0ð2317Þ, can also
be interpreted as a D�K molecule with heavy quark spin
symmetry [22,31,36]. In this doublet molecular picture the
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mass splitting of D�
s0ð2317Þ and Ds1ð2460Þ can be easily

understood, which supports the molecular interpretation of
D�

s0ð2317Þ and Ds1ð2460Þ. Recently, a new structure was
observed in the J=ψΛ invariant mass distribution of the
Ξ−
b → J=ψΛK− decay by the LHCb Collaboration [60],

which was predicted in Refs. [61–63]. This structure is
consistent with a charmonium pentaquark state with
strangeness denoted as Pcsð4459Þ, which could be viewed
as a SU(3)-flavor symmetry partner of the Pc pentaquark
states [64–68]. Motivated by this new observation and the
molecular picture forD�

s0ð2317Þ and the Pc states, we study
the ΣcD̄ K̄ three-body system, whose minimum quark
content is cc̄sqq, the same as Pcsð4459Þ, to check whether
there exist hidden charm fermionic three-body bound
states, and to explore its possible decays.
It should be mentioned that hadronic few-body systems

have been extensively studied by different methods in the
charm sector, such as the hidden charmed DD̄K [69] and
DD̄�K [69–71], the BBK̄ system [72], the πDD̄ [73], ρDD̄
[74], BDD̄ [75] and ΞccΞ̄ccK̄ [76], the singly charmed
DNN [77], DKK̄ [78,79], and NDKðNDK̄Þ [80], the
doubly charmed DDK [81–84], BDD [75] and DD�K
[70] systems, the triply charmed four-body DDDK [82],
and the quadruply charmed ΞccΞccK̄ [76] systems. For
recent reviews, see Refs. [85,86].
The decay of three-body bound states have also attracted

much attention. In Ref. [83], the decay of the DDK bound
state has been studied via the triangle mechanism. From the
conclusion of recent works [81,82], theDDK bound state is
mainly made of DD�

s0ð2317Þ, accordingly the decay width
of DDK can be estimated through DD�

s0ð2317Þ to
DD�

s=D�Ds by exchanging K=η [83]. Using the same
approach, the decay width of DD̄ð�ÞK was also calculated
[76,87]. In addition, the DD̄�K production rate in the B
meson decay was studied in Ref. [88]. Although there are
many studies on few-body systems in the heavy hadron
sector, the ΣcD̄ K̄ system could generate the first hidden
charm fermionic three-body bound state, which is likely to
be found at the current facilities, especially considering the
successful discoveries of the Pc and Pcs states.
The manuscript is organized as follows, In Sec. II we

explain how we parametrize and determine the two-body
interaction input. In Sec. III we explain how to construct the
three-body wave functions and solve the ΣcD̄ K̄ three-body
system. In Sec. IV we present our predictions of the ΣcD̄ K̄
bound state and study its strong decay. Finally, a short
summary is given in Sec. V.

II. TWO-BODY INTERACTIONS

The study of a three-body system depends on the sub-
two-body interactions. For the ΣcD̄ K̄ system, we need to
know the ΣcD̄, D̄ K̄, and ΣcK̄ interactions. The ΣcD̄ and
DK interactions, as mentioned in the Introduction, are
attractive enough to form bound states, namely Pcð4312Þ
and D�

s0ð2317Þ. Therefore we could determine the inter-
actions by reproducing the two states. For the case of the
ΣcK̄ system, there is no such information, we would resort
to chiral perturbation theory and relate it to the K̄N
interaction. For the masses of the particles used in the
present study, we refer to Table I.
For the ΣcD̄ interaction, we refer to the contact-range

effective field theory of Ref. [39], in which the Σð�Þ
c D̄ð�Þ

interactions are constructed to explain Pcð4312Þ, Pcð4440Þ,
and Pcð4457Þ as part of a heavy-quark spin symmetry
(HQSS) multiplet. The ΣcD̄ potential in the contact-range
effective field theory reads

V

�
1

2

−
;ΣcD̄

�
¼ Ca; ð1Þ

with Ca a coupling constant. In Ref. [39], the authors
regularized the potential with a separable form factor and a
cutoff Λ in momentum space and allowed the couplings to
depend on the cutoff

hpjVΛjp0i ¼ CΛf

�
p
Λ

�
f

�
p0

Λ

�
: ð2Þ

Here we propose a similar treatment in coordinate space.
The contact potential of Eq. (1) in coordinate space can be
obtained by Fourier transformation

VΣcD̄ðr⃗Þ ¼ Caδ
ð3Þðr⃗Þ; ð3Þ

which is singular and requires regularization. For this
purpose we choose a Gaussian regulator of the type

VΣcD̄ðr⃗Þ ¼ Ca
e−ðr=RaÞ2

π3=2R3
a
; ð4Þ

where Rc is the cutoff we use to smear the delta function.
However, the previous expression is still problematic, as the
prediction of a ΣcD̄ bound state and its binding energy
depends on both the couplingCa and the cutoff. This can be

TABLE I. Hadron masses needed in this work (in units of GeV).

Meson D−
s0 D�−

s K− K̄0 D− D̄0

Mass 2.3178 2.1122 0.493677 0.497611 1.86965 1.86483

Baryon Ξ0þ
c Ξ00

c Σþþ
c Σþ

c Σ0
c Pc

Mass 2.5774 2.5788 2.45397 2.4529 2.45375 4.3119
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solved by taking Ca cutoff dependent and therefore one is
left with a renormalized potential

VΣcD̄ðr;RaÞ ¼ CðRaÞe−ðr=RaÞ2 ; ð5Þ
with Ra the cutoff and CðRaÞ the running coupling constant
fixed by fitting to the bound state of ΣcD̄ with a binding
energy of 8.9 MeV, which corresponds to Pcð4312Þ.
The most important contribution to theDK interaction is

the Weinberg-Tomozawa term between a kaon and a
charmed meson [17], which in nonrelativistic normaliza-
tion reads

VWTðDKÞ ¼ −
CWTðIÞ
2f2π

; ð6Þ

with fπ ≃ 130 MeV and CWTð0Þ ¼ 2, CWTð1Þ ¼ 0, for the
isoscalar and isovector channels, respectively. Following
the same logic in treating the ΣcD̄ interaction, the isoscalar
contact-range DK interaction can be Fourier transformed
into coordinate space and represented by a Gaussian
shape potential that was already adopted in our previous
works [69,82]

VDKðr;RbÞ ¼ CðRbÞe−ðr=RbÞ2 ; ð7Þ
where Rb is a cutoff, CðRbÞ is a running coupling constant
related to Rb, which can be determined by fitting to a
binding energy of 45 MeV for the DK bound state
corresponding to D�

s0ð2317Þ.
For the ΣcK̄ interaction, we will resort to the unitarized

chiral perturbation theory developed in Ref. [89] to
describe the interactions between a ground-state singly
charmed (bottom) baryon and a pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone
boson. The leading-order chiral-effective Lagrangian reads

L¼ i
16f20

TrðH̄½6�ðxÞγμ½H½6�ðxÞ; ½ϕðxÞ;ð∂μϕðxÞÞ�−�þÞ; ð8Þ

where the H̄½6� and ϕ collect the sextet charmed baryons
and Goldstone bosons respectively (for details we refer to
Ref. [89]). The Lagrangian above leads to the well-known
Weinberg-Tomozawa term

VWTðΣcK̄Þ ¼ Cij

4f20
ð=k2 þ =k4Þ; ð9Þ

with the coupling Cij ¼ −3 [90], k2 and k4 the momentum
of the incoming and outgoing Kaons. Neglecting sublead-
ing corrections,1 the ΣcK̄ interaction is the same as the NK̄
interaction (see, for example, those in Refs. [91–93]). Thus

the ΣcK̄ potential is taken to be of the same form as the NK̄
potential of Ref. [76]

VΣcK̄ðr;RcÞ ≃ CðRcÞe−ðr=RcÞ2 ; ð10Þ

while the coupling CðRcÞ is determined by reproducing the
binding energy ofΛð1405Þ as aNK̄ bound state. A series of
works indicated that the Λð1405Þ has a two-pole structure
[94–96], where the upper pole mainly couples to the NK̄
channel and the lower one mainly couples to the Σπ
channel. In this work, we used the nominal mass of
Λð1405Þ [97] to determine the NK̄ interaction. To estimate
the uncertainties of the ΣcD̄,DK, and ΣcK̄ interactions, we
vary the cutoffs Ra, Rb, and Rc from 0.5 fm to 2.0 fm. In
principle, the cutoffs can be different for each sub-two-
body system. However, because the uncertainties of this
system mainly originate from the cutoff Rc (see Sec. IV),
we choose the cutoffs Ra and Rb the same as Rc ranging
from 0.5 fm to 2.0 fm in the following numerical study.

III. GAUSSIAN EXPANSION METHOD

Once all the relevant sub-two-body interactions are fixed
as specified above, we employ the Gaussian expansion
method [98] to solve the Schrödinger equation to study the
three-body ΣcD̄ K̄ system. The corresponding Schrödinger
equation is

ĤΨtotal
JM ¼ EΨtotal

JM ; ð11Þ

with the following Hamiltonian

Ĥ ¼
X3
i¼1

p2
i

2mi
− Tc:m: þ VD̄ K̄ðr1Þ þ VΣcD̄ðr2Þ þ VK̄Σc

ðr3Þ;

ð12Þ

where Tc:m: is the kinetic energy of the center of mass and
VðrÞ’s are the potentials between the two relevant particles.
The three Jacobian coordinates for the ΣcD̄ K̄ system are
shown in Fig. 1.
The total wave function is a sum of the amplitudes of the

three rearrangement channels (c ¼ 1–3) written in Jacobian
coordinates,

FIG. 1. Three permutations of the Jacobi coordinates for the
ΣcD̄ K̄ system.

1In Ref. [82], we constructed a repulsive core to describe the
NLO repulsive contribution to theDK interaction, and found that
the subleading correction only influences the three-body binding
energies by less than 1 MeV, and thus can be neglected.
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Ψtotal
JM ¼

X
c;α

Cc;αΨc
JM;αðrc;RcÞ; ð13Þ

where α ¼ fnl; NL;Λ; tTg and Cc;α are the expansion
coefficients. Here l and L are the orbital angular momen-
tum for the coordinates r and R, t is the isospin of the two-
body subsystem in each channel, Λ and T are the total
orbital angular momentum and isospin, n and N are the
numbers of Gaussian basis functions corresponding to
coordinates r and R, respectively. The wave function of
each channel has the following form

Ψc
JM;αðrc;RcÞ ¼ Hc

T;t ⊗ ½Φc
lL;Λ�JM; ð14Þ

where Hc
T;t is the isospin wave function and Φc

lL;Λ is the
orbital wave function. The total isospin wave function in
each channel reads

Hc¼1
T;t1

¼ ½½η1
2
ðD̄Þη1

2
ðK̄Þ�t1η1ðΣcÞ�T;

Hc¼2
T;t2

¼ ½½η1ðΣcÞη1
2
ðD̄Þ�t2η1

2
ðK̄Þ�T;

Hc¼3
T;t3

¼ ½½η1
2
ðK̄Þη1ðΣcÞ�t3η1

2
ðD̄Þ�T; ð15Þ

where η is the isospin wave function of each particle.
The isospin factors of this system are listed in Table II. The
orbital wave function Φc

lL;Λ is given in terms of the
Gaussian basis functions

Φc
lL;Λðrc;RcÞ ¼ ½ϕG

nclc
ðrcÞψG

NcLc
ðRcÞ�Λ; ð16Þ

ϕG
nlmðrcÞ ¼ Nnlrlce−νnr

2
cYlmðr̂cÞ; ð17Þ

ψG
NLMðRcÞ ¼ NNLRL

c e−λnR
2
cYLMðR̂cÞ: ð18Þ

Here NnlðNNLÞ is the normalization constant of the
Gaussian basis and the parameters νn and λn are given by

νn ¼ 1=r2n; rn ¼ rminan−1 ðn¼ 1;nmaxÞ;
λN ¼ 1=R2

N; RN ¼RminAN−1 ðN¼ 1;NmaxÞ; ð19Þ
where fnmax; rmin; a or rmaxg and fNmax; Rmin; A or Rmaxg
are Gaussian basis parameters.
With the constraints of D�

s0ð2317Þ as a DK bound state
with quantum numbers IðJPÞ ¼ 0ð0þÞ and Σc a 1ð1=2þÞ
particle, the quantum numbers of the three-body ΣcD̄ K̄

system are 1ð1=2þÞ considering only S-wave interactions.
More specific configurations used in the present study
are listed in Table III. According to chiral perturbation
theory [17], the leading-order DK interaction in the
isospin-1 channel is vanishing as discussed in Sec. II,
which leads to the fact that for isopin-0 and isospin-2, the
ΣcD̄ K̄ system could not form three-body bound states,
which has been confirmed numerically.

IV. PREDICTION OF A HIDDEN CHARM
HADRONIC MOLECULAR STATE WITH

STRANGENESS P�
cs AND ITS STRONG DECAY

In this section, we predict the existence of aΣcD̄ K̄ bound
state and study its strong decays via triangle diagrams. The
masses of the particles we used are found in Table I.

A. Prediction of a ΣcD̄ K̄ bound state as a hidden charm
molecular state with strangeness

In this subsection, we study the likely existence of a
ΣcD̄ K̄ three-body bound state formed with the regularized
two-body potentials specified above. To estimate the
uncertainties caused by the regulator, we vary the cutoff
Rc between 0.5 fm and 2.0 fm. The ΣcD̄ and DK
interactions are attractive enough to form bound states,
namely Pcð4312Þ and D�

s0ð2317Þ, respectively. Thus we
determine the couplings Ca and Cb of these two inter-
actions by reproducing the binding energies with respect to
the corresponding thresholds. The results are summarized
in Table IV, where the binding energy of the ΣcD̄ bound
state is fixed at 8.9 MeVand that of DK is 45 MeV. For the
ΣcK̄ subsystem, there is no direct experimental data, but
one can resort to chiral perturbation theory and relate the
ΣcK̄ interaction with the NK̄ interaction via chiral

TABLE II. Isospin factors used in calculating the Hamiltonian
matrix elements.

Hc¼1
1;0 Hc¼2

1;1=2 Hc¼3
1;1=2

Hc¼1
1;0 1 − 1ffiffi

3
p − 1ffiffi

3
p

Hc¼2
1;1=2 − 1ffiffi

3
p 1 − 1

3

Hc¼3
1;1=2 − 1ffiffi

3
p − 1

3
1

TABLE III. Quantum numbers and the numbers of Gaussian
basis used in each Jacobi coordinate channel ðc ¼ 1–3Þ of the
ΣcD̄ K̄ IðJPÞ ¼ 1ð1

2
þÞ system.

Channels
Coupling
types l L Λ t T J P nmax Nmax

1 ðD̄ K̄ÞΣc 0 0 0 0 1 1=2 þ 10 10
2 ðΣcD̄ÞK̄ 0 0 0 1=2 1 1=2 þ 10 10
3 ðK̄ΣcÞD̄ 0 0 0 1=2 1 1=2 þ 10 10

TABLE IV. Binding energies of the three-body ΣcD̄ K̄ system
and the three two-body subsystems (in units of MeV) for three
cutoffs Rc (in units of fm).

Rc B2ðDKÞ B2ðΣcD̄Þ B2ðΣcK̄Þ B3ðΣcD̄ K̄Þ
0.5 45 8.9 71.3 102.8
1.0 45 8.9 47.6 77.8
2.0 45 8.9 37.7 67.5
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symmetry. In this case, the ΣcK̄ interaction can form a
bound state, Ξ�

c, with a binding energy ranging from
37.7 MeV to 71.3 MeV dependent on the cutoff Rc. It
is interesting to note that once the cutoff is determined via
the Λð1405Þ, one can find a ΣcK̄ bound state, Ξ�

c, whose
binding energy is approximately twice that of Λð1405Þ as a
NK̄ bound state.2

For the ΣcD̄ K̄ system, we indeed find a bound state with
quantum numbers IðJPÞ ¼ 1ð1=2þÞ and a binding energy
77.8þ25

−10.3 MeV, see Table IV. The central value is obtained
with Rc ¼ 1.0 fm while the uncertainties are obtained by
taking Rc ¼ 0.5 fm and 2.0 fm. Although the binding
energy of the three-body bound state is cutoff dependent,
the prediction on the existence of the ΣcD̄ K̄ bound state is
robust. Since the main uncertainties come from the ΣcK̄
interaction, to show the robustness of the prediction on the
existence of the ΣcD̄ K̄ bound state, we decrease the
strength of the ΣcK̄ interaction to one half, one fifth,
and one tenth (the lower limit to form a ΣcD̄ K̄ bound state)
of the current value with a cutoff Rc ¼ 1.0 fm. We find that
the ΣcD̄ K̄ system still binds with a binding energy of
49.6 MeV, 47.0 MeV, and 45.0 MeV, respectively. While
for the later two scenarios, the two-body ΣcK̄ system
already becomes unbound, which indicated that the exist-
ence of the three-body ΣcD̄ K̄ bound state does not require
all the two-body subsystems to be bound.
In Table V, we show the rms radii of the predicted ΣcD̄ K̄

bound state. The rms radius of the DK subsystem in this
bound state ranges from 0.98 fm to 1.78 fm, increasing with
the cutoff Rc, while those of the ΣcD̄ and ΣcK̄ subsystems
range from 0.94 fm to 1.78 fm and from 0.84 fm to 1.91 fm,
respectively. The rms radii of the ΣcD̄ K̄ bound state are
strongly dependent on the cutoff Rc, because Rc determines
the effective interaction range.
In Table VI, we present the expectation values of the

Hamiltonian (potentials and kinetic energies) of the

predicted ΣcD̄ K̄ bound state for different cutoffs, and give
the weights of the two-body potentials with respect to the
total potential. Although the absolute expectation values are
strongly cutoff dependent, the relative weights of these
potentials are rather stable. More specifically, the expect-
ation value of the weight of theDK potential is from 42% to
59%, and those of the ΣcD̄ and ΣcK̄ potentials are from
0.6% to 1.5% and from 39.5% to 57.4%, respectively. This
indicates that to the ΣcD̄ K̄ bound state, the DK and ΣcK̄
interaction contribute the most, which are dominant in this
three-body system, while the ΣcD̄ interaction contributes
the least; consistent with their interaction strengths.

B. Two-body strong decays of P�
csð4757Þ

In the following we explore the strong decays of P�
cs via

triangle diagrams. From our above study, it is clear that P�
cs

can not only be viewed as a ΣcD̄ K̄ bound state, but also be
regarded as three kinds of quasi-two-body bound states,
D̄s0ð2317ÞΣc, D̄Ξ�

c, and Pcð4312ÞK̄. Therefore, the decay
of P�

cs can also proceed through three modes as shown in
Figs. 2–4. Assuming that P�

cs is mainly made of
D̄s0ð2317ÞΣc and D̄s0ð2317Þ is a bound state of D̄ K̄,
P�
cs can decay to D̄Ξ0

c via the triangle diagrams shown in
Fig. 2. Using the same mechanism we display the other two
decay modes of P�

cs as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. To give a
quantitative estimate of the decays of P�

cs in these proc-
esses, we employ the effective Lagrangian approach to
calculate their decay widths, which has been widely used to
explore strong decays of hadronic molecules, see, e.g.,
Refs. [83,101–103]. The relevant Lagrangians are

TABLE V. Root-mean-square radius (in units of fm) of the
predicted ΣcD̄ K̄ bound states for different cutoffs RC (in units
of fm).

Rc r3ðDKÞ r3ðΣcD̄Þ r3ðΣcK̄Þ
0.5 0.98 0.94 0.84
1.0 1.29 1.28 1.27
2.0 1.78 1.78 1.91

TABLE VI. Expectation values of the Hamiltonian (potential
and kinetic energies) (in units of MeV) of the predicted ΣcD̄ K̄
bound state for different cutoffs RC (in units of fm). The values in
brackets are the specific potential weighs with respect to the total
potential.

Rc hVDKi hVΣcD̄i hVΣcK̄i hTi
0.5 −167.8ð42.0%Þ −2.3ð0.6%Þ −229.2ð57.4%Þ 296.5
1.0 −104.8ð51.5%Þ −2.1ð1.0%Þ −96.6ð47.5%Þ 125.7
2.0 −73.4ð59.0%Þ −1.9ð1.5%Þ −49.0ð39.5%Þ 56.7

FIG. 2. Decay of P�
cs to D̄Ξ0

c via triangle diagrams, with the
hypothesis that P�

csð4757Þ is a bound state of D̄s0ð2317ÞΣc and
D̄s0ð2317Þ the bound state of D̄ K̄.

2The Ξ�
c system (with quantum numbers I ¼ 1=2, J ¼ 1=2)

has been studied in other works. In Ref. [89], a state with a
mass of 2695 MeV is predicted in a coupled channel
(ΣcK̄ − ΩcK − Ξ0

cπ − Ξ0
cη) study. In Ref. [99], two states with

the same quantum numbers are predicted with masses 2830 MeV
and 3120 MeV respectively. In Ref. [100], the authors obtained
five states with masses ranging from 2672 MeV to 4443 MeV in a
coupled-channel study of cryptoexotic baryons with charm based
on chiral symmetry and large-Nc QCD.
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LP�
csD̄s0ð2317ÞΣc

¼ −igP�
csD̄s0ð2317ÞΣc

P�
csD̄s0ð2317ÞΣc;

LP�
csPcð4312ÞK̄ ¼ gP�

csPcð4312ÞK̄P
�
csPcð4312ÞK̄;

LP�
csΞ�

cD̄ ¼ gP�
csΞ�

cD̄P
�
csΞ�

cD̄;

LD̄s0ð2317ÞD̄ K̄ ¼ gD̄s0ð2317ÞD̄ K̄D̄s0ð2317ÞD̄ K̄;

LPcð4312ÞD̄Σc
¼ −igPcð4312ÞD̄Σc

Pcð4312ÞD̄Σc;

LΞ�
cK̄Σc

¼ −igΞ�
cK̄Σc

Ξ�
cK̄Σc;

LΣcΞ0
cK̄ ¼ igΣcΞ0

cK̄Σ̄cγμγ
5∂μKΞ0

c;

LD̄D̄�
s K̄ ¼ igD̄D̄�

s K̄D
�μ
s ðD̄∂μK̄ − K̄∂μD̄Þ; ð20Þ

where the couplings of each vertex are classified into two
scenarios; molecular type where a particle is assumed as a
bound state of the other two particles, and scattering type
where a particle can change into another particle by
exchanging a light meson. For the molecular type the
couplings can be estimated by the Weinberg compositeness
condition [104,105], where the renormalization constant of
the composite particle should be zero. To remove the
ultraviolet divergence of the loop diagrams, we choose a
Gaussian form factor expð−p2

E=Λ2Þ, where PE is the
Euclidean-Jacobi momentum and Λ characterizes the dis-
tribution of the molecular components inside the molecule.
The cutoff value is often chosen to be Λ ¼ 1 GeV
[69,83,103]. With this value the coupling between P�

cs

and its component D̄s0ð2317Þ and Σc is found to be
gP�

csD̄s0ð2317ÞΣc
¼ 3.65. Since D̄s0ð2317Þ is treated as a

D̄ K̄ bound state in this work, the corresponding coupling
can be determined as gD̄s0ð2317ÞD̄ K̄ ¼ 7.35 GeV, whose
value is a little bit smaller than that obtained in other
approaches [21,24]. The other relevant couplings can also
be determined in the same way as gP�

csPcð4312ÞK̄ ¼ 4.11,
gP�

csD̄Ξ�
c
¼ 3.19, gPcð4312ÞD̄Σc

¼ 2.24, and gΞ�
cK̄Σc

¼ 3.74. For
the scattering type vertices the couplings of ΣcΞ0

cK̄ and
D̄D�K̄ can be determined as gΣcΞ0

cK̄ ¼ 9.01 and gD̄D̄�
s K̄ ¼

4.54 from the couplings of ΣcΣcπ and D̄D̄�π, via SUð3Þ-
flavor symmetry.
With the above vertices determined, we obtain the

amplitudes of the corresponding triangle diagrams as

iM¼ gP�
csD̄s0ð2317ÞΣc

gD̄s0ð2317ÞD̄K̄gΣcΞ0
cK̄

×
Z

d4q
ð2πÞ4 ūΞ0

c
γμqμγ5

=k1þmΣc

k21−m2
Σc

1

k22−m2
D̄�

s0

1

q2−m2
K̄

uP�
cs
;

iM¼ gP�
csΞ�

cD̄gΞ�
cK̄Σc

gD̄K̄ D̄�
s

×
Z

d4q
ð2πÞ4 ūΣc

=k1þmΞ�
c

k21−m2
Ξ�
c

2εD̄�
s
·q

k22−m2
D̄

1

q2−m2
K̄

uP�
cs
;

iM¼ gP�
csPcK̄gPcD̄Σc

gD̄K̄ D̄�
s

×
Z

d4q
ð2πÞ4 ūΣc

=k1þmPc

k21−m2
Pc

2εD̄�
s
·q

k22−m2
K̄

1

q2−m2
D̄

uP�
cs
; ð21Þ

where k1, k2, and q denote the momenta of particles
appearing in the triangle diagrams, uP�

cs
and ūΣc

represent
the initial and final spinors, respectively, and εD̄�

s
is the

polarization vector of D̄�
s . In addition, to eliminate the

ultraviolet divergence, we also add the Gaussian form
factor in the above amplitudes. The partial decay width of
P�
cs can be finally obtained by

Γ ¼ 1

2J þ 1

1

8π

jp⃗j
m2

P�
cs

jMj2; ð22Þ

where J is the total angular momentum of the initial state
P�
cs, the overline indicates the sum over the polarization

vectors of final states, and jp⃗j is the momentum of either
final state in the rest frame of P�

cs.
Within the molecular picture studied in the present

work, P�
cs can decay via three possible modes, the results

are presented in Table VII. If P�
cs decays via D̄s0ð2317ÞΣc

as shown in Fig. 2, we find a partial decay width of
P�þ
cs → D̄0Ξ00

c 96.3 MeV with Λ ¼ 1 GeV. The widths of
its isospin partner P�−

cs → D−Ξ00
c and P�0

cs → D−Ξ0þ
c =D̄0Ξ00

c
are 96.3 MeV and 48.2 MeV, respectively. If it decays via
the second mode shown in Fig. 3, the decay widths of

P�−ðþÞ
cs →Σ0ðþþÞ

c D�−
s andP�0

cs → Σþ
c D�−

s are both 25.7 MeV.
In the third mechanism shown in Fig. 4 the final states of
the P�

cs decay are the same as those of the second
mechanism, while the decay widths are much smaller, less

FIG. 3. Decay of P�
cs to D̄�

sΣc via triangle diagrams, with the
hypothesis that P�

csð4757Þ is a bound state of D̄Ξ�
c and Ξ�

c the
bound state of ΣcK̄.

FIG. 4. Decay of P�
cs to D̄�

sΣc via triangle diagrams, with the
hypothesis that P�

csð4757Þ is a bound state of Pcð4312ÞK̄ and
Pcð4312Þ the bound state of ΣcD̄.
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than 1 MeV. Clearly the dominate decay mode is the first
mechanism shown in Fig. 2. The final states are exper-
imentally accessible in the D̄0Ξ0þ

c or D−Ξ00
c channel.

V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In this work, we employed the Gaussian expansion
method to study the three-body ΣcD̄ K̄ system. For the
ΣcD̄ interaction, we referred to the contact-range
effective field theory, and renormalized the potential with
a Gaussian regulator and a cutoff Rc in coordinate space.
For the DK interaction, the most important contribution is
the Weinberg-Tomozawa term, which is also a contact-
range potential. We made the same renormalization pro-
cedure following the case of ΣcD̄. We chose the cutoff
ranging from 0.5 fm to 2.0 fm and determined the couplings
of ΣcD̄ and DK potentials by reproducing Pcð4312Þ and
D�

s0ð2317Þ, respectively. The ΣcK̄ interaction is related to
the NK̄ one via chiral symmetry, and is also found to
generate a bound state with a binding energy of 38 MeV—
71 MeV depending on the chosen cutoff.
With the regularized two-body interactions, the three-

body ΣcD̄ K̄ system is found to form a bound state, denoted
as P�

csð4739Þ, with quantum numbers IðJPÞ ¼ 1ð1=2þÞ and
a binding energy 77.8þ25

−10.3 MeV. The rms radii and
Hamiltonian expectation values of the predicted bound
states were also presented, which showed that the DK

and ΣcK̄ interactions contribute most to the formation of the
three-body bound state.We noted that theΣcD̄ K̄ system can
form a bound state even if the ΣcK̄ interaction is reduced to
one tenth of that determined from the NK̄ interaction via
chiral symmetry.
Based on the molecular nature of the predicted three-

body bound state, we studied the two-body open-charm
decays of P�

csð4739Þ with the effective Lagrangian method
via triangle diagrams. We found that the P�

csð4739Þ state
can decay into Ξ0

cD̄ and D̄�
sΣc with partial decay widths of a

few tens of MeV.
It is expected that the isovector P�

csð4739Þ can also decay
into the hidden-charm channel J=ψΣ. Therefore it may be
possible to search for the P�

csð4739Þ in the Cabibbo-favored
Λb → πJ=ψΣ decay. The corresponding search may be
performed by the LHCb Collaboration. However, it is not
easy to identify the Σ baryon at hadron-hadron colliders and
thus, this poses a challenge to experiments.
The current study can be easily extended to the Σ̄cDK

system by charge conjugation symmetry. Employing the
heavy-quark symmetry, the study can also be extended to
the ΣcD̄�K̄ system. These predictions of the ΣcD̄ð�ÞK̄
(Σ̄cDð�ÞK) bound state provide the first hidden charm
fermionic three-body molecules, which are likely to be
found at the current facilities, especially considering the
successful discoveries of the Pc and Pcs states by the LHCb
Collaboration. Thus, we encourage our experimental col-
leagues to search for them.
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